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Abstract. The priority queueing mechanism is analysed to verify its ef-
fectiveness when applied for the support of Expedited Forwarding-based
services in the Differentiated Services environment. An experimental
measurement-based methodology is adopted to outline its properties and
end-to-end performance when supported in real transmission devices. A
test layout has been set up over a metropolitan area for the estimation
of one-way delay and instantaneous packet delay variation.
The effect of relevant factors like the buffering architecture, the back-
ground traffic packet size distribution and the EF traffic profile are
considered. In particular, the complementary one-way delay probabil-
ity function is computed for a given packet size distribution and the
Aggregation Degree parameter is defined to quantify the effect of traffic
aggregation on end-to-end QoS.1

Keywords: Priority Queueing, Differentiated Services, Expedited For-
warding, Performance measurement, One-way delay, Instantaneous packet
delay variation

1 Introduction

The Differentiated Services framework has been recently considered by the sci-
entific community as a scalable solution for the support of Quality of Service
to time-sensitive applications. In the Differentiated Services architecture (diff-
serv) [1,2] traffic is classified, metered and marked at the edge of the network
so that streams with similar requirements are placed in the same class, i.e. are
1 This work has been partially funded by M.U.R.S.T, the Italian Ministry of University
and scientific and technological research, in the framework of the research project
Quality of service in multi-service telecommunication networks (MQOS). This work
is a joint activity carried out in collaboration with the TF-TANT task force in the
framework of the EC-funded project QUANTUM[17,18,19].
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marked with the same label –the Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) [3]–,
and treated in an aggregated fashion so that no per-flow differentiation is re-
quired.
QoS guarantees are applied to the class on the whole instead of the single
streams. Class differentiation is achieved through queueing, which is placed at
critical points of the network so that datagrams with identical DSCP are stored
in the same queue. Queues are drained according to the service order defined
by the scheduling algorithm adopted by the queueing system [4]. Several packet
treatments - the so-called Per-Hop Behaviours (PHBs) - have been standardized
so far: the Expedited Forwarding PHB (EF) (RFC 2598) for the support of de-
lay - and jitter-sensitive traffic and the Assured Forwarding PHB Group (AF)
(RFC 2597) for the differentiation into relative levels of priority. The traditional
Best-Effort (BE) packet treatment is an additional valid PHB.

The experimental approach to the problem of delay and jitter offers the
challenge of verifying the influence of scheduling [5,6], one of the main QoS
building blocks, on end-to-end traffic performance when applied in a production-
like environment.

In this paper we study the performance of a specific queueing algorithm: Pri-
ority Queueing (PQ), when applied to delay- and jitter-sensitive traffic. Several
test scenarios are considered: end-to-end performance is analysed as a function
of the background traffic pattern and of the priority traffic characteristics like
the frame size, the number of concurrent flows and their profile.
The goal is to identify the requirements for an effective deployment of PQ when
applied to the Expedited Forwarding PHB: We derive a general law describ-
ing the queueing delay introduced by PQ under different traffic profiles and we
evaluate the PQ nodal jitter as a function of the traffic profile when several EF
streams run concurrently.

Section 2 introduces the network testbed deployed for end-to-end perfor-
mance measurement, while in Sections 3 and 4 we provide a high-level description
of the queueing system under analysis and of the measurement methodology and
metrics adopted in this paper. In Section 5 focuses on the nodal delay introduced
by PQ in presence of different best-effort traffic scenarios, while in Section 6 we
develop the details of the effect of EF aggregation on both one-way delay and
instantaneous packet delay variation. The EF packet size, an additional impor-
tant factor, is evaluated in Section 7 and the article is concluded by Section 8,
in which we summarize the main achievements here discussed.

2 Network Layout

A metropolitan network based on 2Mbps ATM connections was deployed as il-
lustrated in Figure 1. Packet classification, marking and policing are enabled on
router C7200 2 (experimental IOS version 12.0(6.5)T7) and PQ is the scheduling
2 No shaping of IP traffic was applied in the test scenarios analysed in this paper.
However, ATM shaping was supported in router C7200. The study of the impact of
shaping on delay and jitter is subject of future research.
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algorithm configured on its output interface. The first router C7200 on the data
path is the only one that enables QoS features, while the two remaining routers
C7500 are non-congested FIFO devices introducing a constant transmission de-
lay which is only a function of the EF packet size. The two routers C7500 have
no influence on jitter, since the minimum departure rate at the output interface
is always greater or equal to the maximum arrival rate, as a consequence the
input stream profile is not distorted when handled by the C7500s.
The round trip time (RTT) of a 64-byte packet is approximately 2 msec, but
RTT linearly increases with the packet size.
The SmartBits 200 by Netcom Systems is deployed as measurement point and
traffic generator, while EF and BE background traffic is introduced by test work-
stations both to congest the egress ATM connection of router C7200 and to create
aggregation when needed. Both EF and BE traffic are received by the C7200 from
the same interface and they share the same data path to the destination. The
SmartBits 200 is a specialized platform which performs packet time-stamping in
hardware with a precision of 100 nsec and it is capable of gathering measures for
a large range of performance metrics.
Sources and destinations are all located in Site 1 and connected through a
switched Ethernet. Both EF and BE traffic are looped back to Site 1 so that
the measurement point can be deployed as source and receiver at the same time.
In this way accuracy in one-way delay measurement is not affected by clock
synchronization errors.

C7500

C7200 C7200

FastEth FastEth

GigaEthGigaEth FastEth FastEth

SmartBits 200

Site 1

Site 2

ATM MAN network

EF

BE

Policing,

Classification,

marking

Scheduling

(WFQ and PQ)

Fig. 1. Diffserv test network

3 Diffserv Node Architecture

In this section we present the queueing architecture of the ingress diffserv node
whose performance is the subject of our analysis. The system can be represented
as the combination of a queueing system coupled with a FIFO transmission queue
(Figure 2).
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Queueing system It represents the diffserv nodal component traffic differentia-
tion relies on. In this study we assume that it is based on two scheduling algo-
rithms: Priority Queueing and Weighted Fair Queueing [13,14,15]. We restrict
the analysis to a single-level Priority Queueing model, in which only one priority
queue is present, while the Weighted Fair Queueing system can be composed of
one or more different queues. Packets are distributed among queues according
to the label carried in the IP header, which identifies the Behaviour Aggregate
(BA) the packet belongs to.
For simplicity we restrict our analysis to a scenario based on only two per-
hop behaviours: the Expedited Forwarding PHB (EF) and the Best-Effort PHB
(BE). PQ is used to handle delay- and jitter-sensitive traffic, i.e. EF traffic,
while background BE traffic is stored in a WFQ queue. Nevertheless, results
are generally applicable to a WFQ system with multiple queues, since PQ is
independent of the number of WFQ queues by definition of the algorithm.
Despite of the above-mentioned restrictions, the WFQ system can be composed
of an arbitrarily large number of queues. The combined presence of a PQ queue-
ing module and of a WFQ queueing module in an output interface gives the
possibility to support at the same time services for delay and jitter-sensitive
traffic as well as services for loss, delay and jitter sensitive traffic.
Queues handle aggregated traffic streams, not per-flow queues, in other terms,
each queue in the queueing system illustrated in Figure 2 collects packets from
two or more micro-flows. Aggregation is a key feature in diffserv networks intro-
duced to increase the scalability of the architecture.
The length of the priority queue is limited in comparison with the BE queue: the
priority queue length is limited to 10 packets, while the best-effort queue length
is set to the maximum allowed by the system, i.e. 64 packets. The availability of
queue space is not relevant in a high-priority queue since the instantaneous ac-
cumulation of data is avoided through policing and shaping in order to minimize
the corresponding queueing delay.

Transmission queue It is an additional buffering stage introduced to capture
the common architecture of many transmission devices in which the line adapter
is separated from the queueing block by an internal transmission element, e.g.
a bus. The transmission queue gathers packets issued by the queueing system
according to the order defined by the scheduler and it is emptied at line rate. In
this study we assume that the transmission queue is serviced in a FCFS fashion
as this is the service policy commonly adopted for production devices.
Given the relatively small rate of the wide area ATM connection (2Mbps), the
time needed to dequeue a packet and to place it in the transmission queue is
assumed to infinitely small in comparison with its transmission time. In this
paper the set of WFQ and PQ queues was configured on an ATM interface and
the transmission queue is emptied at line rate, i.e. at the PVC rate, which is
2Mbps.
Memory in the transmission queue is allocated so that as soon as one unit is
freed, the unit can be immediately allocated to store a new packet, the one
selected by the first queueing stage for transmission. If the memory unit size is
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not enough to store the whole packet, then, additional units can be temporarily
added to the transmission queue so that the packet can be entirely stored. This
means that if the transmission queue is 5 unit long and the MTU size is 1500by,
then the maximum instantaneous queue length is 7 units when the queue stores
two best-effort packets and 1 EF packet.

…

Priority Queue

WFQ Queues

Delay and

jitter-sensitive

traffic

Other

Queuing module

Scheduler

Output line
FCFS

Transmission queue

Fig. 2. Architecture of the diffserv node queueing system

The original contribution of this paper comes from the fact that two queueing
algorithms (PQ and WFQ) are coupled with a finite-length and discrete trans-
mission queue like in real-life network systems and from the fact that different
traffic models are used at the same time to feed different queues.
Analytic studies of both PQ and WFQ can be found in literature [7,8].

4 Measurement Methodology

The priority queueing algorithm is evaluated by focusing on two metrics: one-
way delay and instantaneous packet delay variation (IPDV). The two above-
mentioned parameters were selected to verify the suitability of PQ as scheduling
algorithm when applied to the EF PHB.

One-way Delay is defined in RFC 2679. This metric is measured from the wire
time of the packet arriving on the link observed by the sender to the wire time
of the last bit of the packet observed by the receiver. The difference of these
two values is the one-way delay. In our experimental scenario one-way delay is
derived from the cut-through latency measured by the SmartBits 200 according
to RFC1242.

Instantaneous Packet Delay Variation is formally defined by the IPPM working
group Draft [9]. It is based on one-way delay measurements and it is defined
for (consecutive) pairs of packets. A singleton IPDV measurement requires two
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packets. If we let Di be the one-way delay of the ith packet, then the IPDV of
the packet pair is defined as Di − Di−1.
According to common usage, jitter is computed according to the following for-
mula: jitter = |Di − Di−1|.
In our tests we assume that the drift of the sender clock and receiver clock is
negligible given the time scales of the tests discussed in this article. In the fol-
lowing we will refer to jitter simply with ipdv.
It is important to note that while one-way-delay requires clocks to be synchro-
nized or at least the offset and drift to be known so that the times can be
corrected, the computation of IPDV cancels the offset since it is the difference
of two time intervals. If the clocks do not drift significantly in the time between
the two time interval measurements, no correction is needed.

One-way delay and IPDV are analysed by computing their frequency distri-
bution over a population of 10000 samples.
When several EF concurrent streams are run in parallel, performance measure-
ment is only applied to one stream, which in this paper is referred to with the
term reference stream. Such a stream is generated by the SmartBits through
the application SmartWindows 6.53, while additional EF flows are generated
through the application mgen 3.1 [10].
The load of the EF class is kept limited to a small fraction of the line rate (32%).
Both the priority queue size and the transmission queue size are constant: the
former is equal to 10 packets, the latter to 5 memory units. Both EF and BE
streams are constant bit rate, unidirectional UDP flows.
While in principle EF traffic can be both UDP and TCP, we restrict our analysis
to UDP streams because we want to study a queueing system which does not
include traffic conditioning modules (like shapers and/or policers), which are
needed in case of bursty traffic. In this paper we assume that input traffic is
correctly shaped and does not exceed the maximum EF reservation.

In an ideal system end-to-end performance of a flow belonging to a given
class should be independent of the traffic profile of both its behaviour aggregate
and of other behaviour aggregates present in the queueing system.
However, test results show that one-way delay experienced by packets subject
to priority queueing is influenced by three main factors:

1. The packet size frequency distribution of background traffic,
2. The instantaneous length of the priority queue,
3. The EF packet size.

In the former case the packet size has an influence on the queueing delay intro-
duced by both the transmission queue and the priority queue itself. In fact, an EF
packet has to wait for the completion of the current packet transmission before it
is selected next by the scheduler for transmission. However, also the profile of the
reference behaviour aggregate can impact the end-to-end performance: In pres-
ence of burstiness (for example stemming from the packet clustering introduced
by aggregation) the priority queue length can be instantaneously non-zero. As
a consequence the nodal queueing delay introduced by the priority queue can
be different depending on the position of an EF packet within a burst. In the
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following sections the impact of the above-mentioned factors on one-way delay
is analysed in detail.

5 Packet Size Distribution of Best-Effort Traffic

In this section EF one-way delay is evaluated in presence of different background
BA packet size distributions: deterministic and real (when background traffic is
generated according to a real packet size distribution determined through the
monitoring of production traffic).
The test characteristics are summarized in Table 1. In order to reduce the com-
plexity of our analysis only two BAs run in parallel: a best-effort BA composed
multiple best-effort micro-flows, each issuing data at constant rate, and a single
constant bit rate EF flow, serviced by the priority queue.

Table 1. One-way delay test parameters with different background traffic pro-
files

EF traffic BE traffic

Load (Kbps) Frame Size (bytes) Prot Load (Kbps) Frame Size Distribution Prot
300 128 UDP > 2000 Deterministic, Real UDP

5.1 Constant Packet Size

To begin with, an ideal test scenario has been considered in which the BE traffic
is characterized by multiple streams each issuing packets of identical constant
fixed payload length in the range: [100, 1450] by. This case study is of interest to
show the importance of the background packet size in presence of transmission
queue-based systems (Figure 2), in which the queue space is allocated in units
of fixed length. This length is equal to 512 by in this paper. The EF packet
always spans a single memory unit, while the BE packet can occupy one or more
depending on its size.
One-way delay is made of several components:

1. PQ waiting time: the time which elapses between arrival time and the time
the packet moves from the first queueing stage to the FIFO transmission
queue. With PQ the maximum waiting time corresponds to the transmission
time of a MTU best-effort packet.

2. FIFO queueing time: it represents the time needed wait until a packet is
dequeued from the FIFO transmission queue. It depends on the maximum
length of the transmission queue, which in our test scenario is equal to 7
memory units of 512by.
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3. transmission time: the time needed to place the packet on the wire, it is a
function of the line speed (2 Mbps) and of the packet size. The end-to-end
transmission time is additive and depends on the number of hops.

As Figure 3 shows, the one-way delay sample mean curve is non-monotone: the
discontinuity points correspond to specific BE payload sizes, namely 485 and
1000by, i.e. for integer multiples of the transmission queue memory unit size, as
configured in this test (512 by).

Be IP payload size

Fig. 3. One-way delay sample mean for different BE payload packet sizes

The overall increase in one-way delay is due to the small EF rate (15% of
the line capacity) in comparison with the BE rate. When an EF packet arrives
into the priority queue and a BE packet is under transmission, the EF waiting
time varies in relation with the BE packet length, being the transmission queue
occupancy characterized by a miz of BE and EF packets. In any case if a single
memory unit is allocated to best-effort traffic and the BE packet size increases,
the average queueing delay introduced by PQ increases, with a maximum when
a BE datagram completely fills the memory unit.

However, if the packet size is such that a single memory unit is not suffi-
cient to store it, an additional partially filled unit has to be allocated to store
the remaining part of the BE packet. As a consequence, queue memory gets
fragmented as completely filled units are followed in the queue by non-complete
ones. The time needed to empty the transmission queue is less and the average
EF queueing delay introduced by the transmission queue decreases. After a min-
imum in the curve, i.e. when the BE packet length further increases, the second
memory unit increasingly gets more completed and the fraction of queue space
allocated to BE packets becomes greater with a consequent increase in delay.

A worst case evaluation of the average EF one-way-delay has been performed
using the general model for priority queueing presented in [7]. By assuming all
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units in the transmission queue completely full the local maxima of Figure 3 are
validated by the delay formula presented in [7].

5.2 Real BE Packet Size Distribution

While in the previous section the analysis focuses on statistical distributions of
the BE packet size, in this section performance is estimated when the BE packet
size is modelled according to the real cumulative distribution plotted in Figure 4.
In what follows we call it the real distribution.

We computed this frequency over a population of more that 100 billion of
packets belonging to traffic exchanged on an intercontinental connection in both
ways. For the following test scenarios it was chosen as reference distribution
to model packet size according to the pattern of traffic exchanged at typical
potential congestion points.
In this study, packet size is the only traffic parameter which is considered for real
traffic emulation, since we focus on the worst-case scenario in which the queueing
system under analysis described in section 3 is assumed to be under permanent
congestion. As such, rate variability and autocorrelation of best-effort traffic are
not considered, even if they can influence the performance of the system when
deployed in production.
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Fig. 4. Real cumulative BE packet size distribution

Figure 5 plots the complementary probability distribution we derived from the
frequency distribution computed experimentally during the test session, i.e. the
probability that the delay d experienced by a packet is greater than a given
value D (p(d) ≥ D). We express the variable delay in transmission units, i.e.
in integer multiples of the transmission time of an EF packet of known size
at a given line rate (for an EF payload size of 128 by it corresponds to 0.636
msec). Figure 5 shows that in the system under analysis we can assume that the
probability that one-way delay is greater than 36 transmission units is negligible.
This threshold can be adopted as an upper bound of the playout buffer size
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used by interactive multimedia applications and is useful for the optimization of
memory utilization.

Fig. 5. EF complementary delay probability for a real BE packet sizes distribu-
tion

6 Performance with EF Aggregation

Aggregation is one of the fundamental properties which characterize the differ-
entiated services architecture and we want to estimate its impact to verify in
which cases and to which extent the differentiated services can provide effec-
tive end-to-end services as opposed to the integrated services, which can provide
per-flow performance guarantees through signalling.

In the previous scenarios PQ performance was analysed under the assumption
that at any time its occupancy is not greater than one packet (represented by the
datagram waiting for the end of the current BE transmission). This hypothesis
holds only when input traffic is evenly shaped. However, in presence of bursty
traffic the nodal delay introduced by the priority queue becomes non-negligible.
Burstiness can stem from traffic aggregation, i.e. from packet clustering, which
occurs when packets of the same BA arrive at around the same time from differ-
ent input interfaces and are destined to the same output interface. Even a single
source injecting multiple streams can be a potential source of burstiness since
independent streams are not synchronized and they can produce instantaneous
bursts of packets, even if each single stream is perfectly shaped.

Test results confirm that in this case the priority queue size can instanta-
neously hold two or more packets and performance depends on the percentage
of traffic injected by a given source and by its size. Results show that in absence
of shaping and policing aggregation can propagate through a wide area network
by increasing the burst size step by step in an avalanche fashion, as also con-
firmed by the simulation results presented in [11].
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In this test scenario aggregation is produced by injecting several EF streams
from different interfaces.
The reference stream load decreases from 300Kbps (when the EF reference
stream is present) to 50Kbps (when several EF streams are run in parallel).
The test conditions are summarized in Table 2. We introduce a new metric: the
Aggregation Degree (which we reference with letter A) to quantify the amount of
bandwidth shared among different streams within a BA: A = 1− lmax

LBA
. where lmax

is the maximum load of a micro-flow and LBA the overall BA load, i.e. the total
traffic volume generated by streams belonging to the class). A is equal to 0 if
just a single stream is active, while it is close to 1 when only the BA load is
divided among many tiny flows.

In this test scenario a decreasing load injected by the reference stream in-
dicates that A increases, in fact competing EF streams consequently issue a
greater amount of traffic and this implies a higher packet clustering probability.
BE traffic is modelled according to the real distribution described in Par. 5.2.

Table 2. Test parameter for IPDV under different aggregation patterns

EF traffic (UDP) BE traffic (UDP)

BA Load Number Ref. stream Ref. stream BA Load Number Frame size

(Kbps) of streams load frame size (Kbps) of streams distribution

300 variable [50, 300] Kbps 128 by > 2000 20 real, [0,1500]

6.1 One-Way Delay

Delay distributions measured in presence of multiple EF flows but with constant
BA load show that when the aggregation degree A increases, the delay distribu-
tion gets more spread giving rise to greater delay variability and larger average
one-way delay values. In particular for A equal to 5

6 , 2
3 , 1

3 and 0, the average
delay is equal to 18.29, 17.66, 17.23 and 16.75msec respectively.
Thus, we can conclude that also the aggregation degree is a design parameter
that needs to be upper bounded in order to achieve acceptable performance.
This is important during the admission control phase.

In Figure 6 the complementary probability distributions derived from the
above-mentioned frequency distributions are plotted. The graphs show that for
a given delay D the probability significantly varies with the aggregation degree A.
If stringent design requirements need to be met, then the number of flows must
be bounded through admission control.

The impact of the EF stream on burstiness depends on the number of hops
as explained in [12]. In fact, the presence of a single aggregation point limits the
burst accumulation phenomenon, which is visible in multi-hop data-path with a
chain of aggregation and congestion points. In addition, the presence of a short
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EF queue (10 packets in this test scenario) limits the maximum instantaneous
burst to 1280by which corresponds to a maximum queueing delay of 5.12msec.

Fig. 6. Complementary one-way probability functions for different Aggregation
Degrees

6.2 IPDV

IPDV frequency distribution curves were calculated for different aggregation
patterns with a reference stream rate decreasing from 300Kbps to 50Kbps and
a constant aggregate EF load equal to 300Kbps.

Distributions3 present two peaks which are presumably due to the real dis-
tribution of the BE packet size, which is mainly concentrated around two packet
size values.
In this test the transmission time of a reference packet is 0.636msec and the
maximum IPDV was 30 times the transmission time of the packet itself, inde-
pendently of the aggregation pattern. However, for a higher value of A IPDV
decreases more rapidly and is more densely distributed around a small value.
High aggregation degrees produce an increase in IPDV, in fact for an aggrega-
tion degree A equal to 2

3 , 1
3 and 0 the average IPDV value is equal to 6.05, 5.16

and 3.63msec respectively.

7 EF Packet Size

IPDV increases with the EF packet size. In this test only one EF stream is
generated (A is equal to 0) and used as reference stream. The frame size (i.e.
the EF IP packet size plus the layer 2 overhead is constant for a given test, and
varies in the range: [128, 512, 1024] by as indicated in Table 3. IPDV frequency
3 For more information about these distributions and graphs we refer to the long
version of this paper.
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Table 3. Test parameters for IPDV with different EF frame sizes

EF traffic (UDP) BE traffic (UDP)

BA Load Number Ref. stream Ref. stream BA Load Number Frame size

(Kbps) of streams load frame size (Kbps) of streams distribution

300 1 300Kbps 128, 512, 1024 by > 2000 20 real, [0,1500]

distribution is better for smaller EF frame sizes as illustrated by the IPDV
frequency distribution curves in Figure 7: For example with frame size equal to
128by, 60% of the IPDV values are concentrated in a single interval.
The standard deviation increases with the packet size: for packets of 128, 512
and 1024by it takes the values: 2016.9, 2500.3 and 3057.0 respectively.

Fig. 7. IPDV frequency distribution vs EF frame sizes (BE size distribution:
real)

8 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper provides an in depth measurement-based analysis of the Priority
Queueing algorithm when adopted for the support of end-to-end QoS to delay-
and jitter-sensitive applications, which require EF-based services. Experimental
results show that the end-to-end performance of the queueing system is strongly
related to the system components - for example the additional FCFS buffering
stage (the transmission queue) - as well as to traffic-related factors like the
traffic pattern of active BAs and the traffic profile of the EF stream itself. While
Priority Queueing proved to be one of the most effective algorithms to minimize
queueing delay, a careful system design should be adopted in order to provide
strict one-way delay and IPDV guarantees.
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The transmission queue introduces an additional contribution to the nodal
delay produced by the priority queue, a delay that is proportional to the average
packet size in the background BAs. As such, the transmission queue size should
be limited.
The one-way delay distribution of EF traffic is strongly dependent on the back-
ground traffic distribution and in this study we have compared two cases : the
uniform and the real distribution. Generally speaking for larger background traf-
fic packet sizes the one-way delay standard deviation increases as values are more
spread over a large range. For a given distribution and a given EF packet size
the complementary delay probability can be computed for delay estimation in
complex network scenarios and system design purposes.

Background traffic profile is not the only relevant factor: Both the flow and
the BA profile can impact performance.
Firstly, the average packet size of a flow is such that for larger datagrams IPDV
standard deviation increases. In the second place, stream aggregation within a
class has an influence on both the end-to-end one-way delay and IPDV experi-
enced by each flow. In this paper we define the Aggregation Degree parameter
to describe the load partitioning between flows within a class and we express
performance as a function of it. A high aggregation degree produces an increase
in average one-way delay and IPDV. As a consequence, in case of stringent de-
lay and jitter requirements, aggregation has to be limited. The dimensioning of
aggregation is subject of future research: The effect of the number of streams,
of the nominal rate and of packet size will be investigated.
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